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The Poet as Trinity: Aesthetic Experiments with VQGAN 

 The introduction of machine intelligence into art-making turns the notion of artistic ge-

nius on its head - when a computer composes entire novellas and films indistinguishable from 

those made by humans, who really can take credit for the work? Is the use of AI in literature 

merely a passing fad, or do these emergent techniques meaningfully contribute to the field? Isn't 

there something about "artificial intelligence" as an enterprise that seems quite ominous and 

dystopian? With these questions in mind, I undertook several literary experiments in 2022 to in-

vestigate the creative potential of AI in my own work, with surprising and mixed results. This 

essay will present a brief survey of artistic and literary approaches to the use of AI in art-making, 

three of my textual and visual experiments with a particular AI implementation, and some reflec-

tions on unsolved ethical questions within this nascent, rapidly-evolving space.  

I. GANs as Artistic Tooling 

 A textbook definition of artificial intelligence is "any system that perceives its environ-

ment and takes actions that maximize its chance of achieving its goals" . Since the first break1 -

throughs in machine learning, neural networks -- algorithms that mimic the structure of the hu-

man mind -- have been applied in a multitude of contexts: customer service, supply chain opti-

David L. Poole, Alan Mackworth, and Randy Goebel. Computational Intelligence. (Oxford: Oxford Uni1 -
versity Press, 1998). 
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mization, and stock portfolio management, just to name a few . Neural networks have existed for 2

several decades, and we (as people affiliated with a major American university) interact with 

them on a daily basis, but I wasn't compelled to bring AI into my own work until I encountered 

generative adversarial networks (GANs). A GAN, at its most basic, is an algorithmic structure 

comprised of two neural networks locked in a competitive game: one is positioned as the chaotic 

Generator of  (initially nonsensical) content, and the other works as a Discriminator, or judge of 

the Generator's work . The two AIs are not unlike a an art forger and an investigator; the Dis3 -

criminator might know what a DaVinci should look like, and the Generator will present as many 

"paintings" as it can until the Discriminator can no longer distinguish the fake from the authen-

tic . Through this quasi-dialectical process, GANs have learned to mimic artistic styles and pho4 -

tographs to the extent that we, as humans, can no longer distinguish what is "real" from what is 

generated either. 

 Ibid2

Sakib Shahriar. “GAN Computers Generate Arts? A Survey on Visual Arts, Music, and Literary Text 3

Generation Using Generative Adversarial Network.” Displays 73 (2022).

 Ibid.4
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Figure 1: A basic GAN architecture.  

(Diagram by Sakib Shahriar, 2022) 

 Because GANs are computationally intensive and challenging to implement without ad-

vanced programming experience, their use was largely confined to academia and large technolo-

gy companies until quite recently. In late 2017, Google released Colab, a tool for the general 

public to collaboratively build and share AI projects . Since then, Colab has become "the de facto 5

platform for demos within the AI research community", where it is "not uncommon for re-

searchers who’ve written code to include links to Colab pages on or alongside the GitHub reposi-

tories hosting the code" . For my purposes, and those of many artists using artificial intelligence, 6

 David Gershgorn. "Nerds Rejoice: Google Just Released its Internal Tool to Collaborate on AI. Quartz. 5

(October 27, 2017).  
https://qz.com/1113999/nerds-rejoice-google-just-released-its-internal-tool-to-collaborate-on-ai/

 Kyle Wiggers. "Google bans deepfake-generating AI from Colab". TechCrunch. (June 1, 2022).  6

https://techcrunch.com/2022/06/01/2328459/
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Colab offers an inexpensive way to run complex algorithms on faster, more suitable hardware 

than the typical consumer laptop, all without leaving the comfort of the home. The workflow is 

as follows: a user (in this case, an artist) chooses an existing Colab "notebook" or writes their 

own, configures several parameters to their liking, and submits instructions to Google, which 

will subsequently run the program on its own powerful machines and return the results. The 

process can be likened to Sol Lewitt's approach to conceptual art, wherein "the idea or concept is 

the most important aspect of the work... and the execution is a perfunctory affair" . However, 7

unlike the conceptual art of the 1960s, which was extemely accessible by design (almost anyone 

can implement an "algorithm" of LeWitt's on a wall), Colab places AI researchers and artists in a 

rather vulnerable position: Google owns the means of production and could raise prices or cut off 

access at any time.  Herein lies the first of several unresolved ethical issues with this technique -- 

by maintaining dominion over the most popular AI tooling, Google retains disproportionate in-

fluence in the field, which is alarming given the company's problematic history and increasingly 

invasive surveillance tactics . It is certainly possible to avoid Colab entirely, and either purchase 8

more powerful hardware or use less computationally intensive algorothms, but this requires sig-

nificantly more programming experience and time. An artist using AI must navigate these trade-

offs accordingly.  

II. (Re)Locating the Genius 

 When Marcel Duchamp defined "genius" as "l'impossibilité du fer/faire" and ushered in 

the phenomenon of the readymade, he irreversibly altered the course of art-making, reducing the 

 Sol Lewitt. Paragraphs on Conceptual Art. Accessed Jun 2022 at https://mma.pages.tufts.edu/fah188/7

sol_lewitt/paragraphs%20on%20conceptual%20art.htm

 Maria Lindh and Jan Nolin. “Information We Collect: Surveillance and Privacy in the Implementation of 8

Google Apps for Education.” European educational research journal EERJ 15, no. 6 (2016): 644–663.

https://mma.pages.tufts.edu/fah188/sol_lewitt/paragraphs%20on%20conceptual%20art.htm
https://mma.pages.tufts.edu/fah188/sol_lewitt/paragraphs%20on%20conceptual%20art.htm
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act of painting from a labor of singular genius to a set of curatorial choices between different 

manufactured materials within a specific political and economic context . The question of 9

whether or not a machine-generated artwork is indeed a readymade -- or the machine itself an 

artist -- is a topic of fruitful and eloquent discussion that is beyond the scope of this essay . It is 10

perhaps easier to distinguish novel uses of AI in art-making from those who simply outsource the 

entire creative process to a computer. Reflecting on Marjorie Perloff's notion of "unoriginal ge-

nius", unoriginality in AI art can be evaluated as a spectrum: on one end are those who enter a 

prompt into an image-generating AI ("Slavoj Zizek eating an apple") and credit themselves for 

the output; on the other are works that explore the limits of what machine intelligence is capable 

of, such as Stephanie Dinkins' long-term series of videotaped conversations with a social robot . 11

The most compelling artists working with AI, in my opinion, are perpetually finding novel ways 

to interact with neural networks, whether by altering the algorithms themselves, incorporating 

their output into unfamiliar contexts, or using them as companions to a "natural" creative prac-

tice. 

III. AI in Literature 

 The Turing Test is arguably the most well-known way to evaluate an artificial intelli-

gence: can a machine become so good at impersonating a human that we can no longer tell the 

difference? Until recently, attempts to produce convincingly human literature with AI have had 

 Thierry de Duve. Kant After Duchamp. (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1998): 166-167.9

 Ahmed Elgammal. "AI is Blurring the Definition of the Artist". American Scientist 107 no. 1. (2019). 10

https://www.americanscientist.org/article/ai-is-blurring-the-definition-of-
artist#:~:text=To%20create%20AI%20art%2C%20artists,the%20aesthetics%20it%20has%20learned.

 Marjorie Perloff. Unoriginal Genius. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2010); Stephanic 11

Dinkins. AIArtists.org. (2022). https://aiartists.org/stephanie-dinkins

http://AIArtists.org
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mixed results . In 2020, OpenAI released GPT-3, a language model so realistic, it apparently 12

fooled The New York Times . Soon after, K Allado-Mcdowell published Pharmako-AI, the first 13

book written collaboratively with GPT-3 . Presented as a dialogue between Allado-McDowell 14

and the machine intelligence, it is a fascinating, strange, and unsettling meditation on the An-

thropocene. Though we are made aware at all times of what is "human" and what is not -- the 

generated text is set in its own font -- it would be difficult if not impossible to really know the 

difference if it was not made explicit. In my opinion, it remains the most rigorous and com-

pelling work of AI literature to date, though Allado-McDowell's subsequent novella Amor 

Cringe, a 2022 work of "deepfake autofiction", is similarly boundary-pushing and arguably more 

fun to read. In both cases, language is the only medium of exchange between human and ma-

chine: words are fed to GPT-3, and GPT-3 responds with more words in the same style. This 

technique is exciting and immediate, but does not come without serious ethical implications of 

its own. Because GPT-3 allows us to generate conversations and long streams of text based on 

the writing style of any person, living or dead, there is high potential for forgery and unexpected 

moral dilemmas. Consider the case of a writer who used GPT-3 to resurrect the personality of his 

late fiancée: from Facebook chat logs, the "personality" of Jessica Pereira was resurrected 

posthumously without her consent . Is this a helpful tool for processing grief, or a morbid viola15 -

 Krzysztof Gajos. "When will a robot write a novel?". The Harvard Gazette. (November 15, 2021). 12

https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2021/11/harvard-expert-considers-the-literary-merit-of-ai/

 Steven Johnson. "AI is Mastering Language. Should We Trust What it Says?". The New York Times. 13

(April 15, 2022). https://www.nytimes.com/2022/04/15/magazine/ai-language.html

 Elvia Wilk. "What AI Can Teach Us About the Myth of Human Genius". The Atlantic. (March 28, 14

2021). https://www.theatlantic.com/culture/archive/2021/03/pharmako-ai-possibilities-machine-creativity/
618435/

 Jason Fagone. "The Jessica Simulation: Love and loss in the age of AI". The San Francisco Chronicle. 15

July 23, 2021. https://www.sfchronicle.com/projects/2021/jessica-simulation-artificial-intelligence/
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tion of privacy? The notion of consent in these situations, like in many aspects of AI, is still only 

vaguely understood by the general public and lawmakers; it will likely remain in moral ambigui-

ty for the foreseeable future. 

III. Three Encounters with GAN 

 My own journey with machine intelligence did not begin with GPT-3. Inspired by Lars 

von Trier and Jørgen Leth's The Five Obstructions, I directed a short experimental film with a 

GAN and my pet gecko, Rafael. The original film is a game of sorts between two directors: von 

Trier challenges Leth, his mentor, to remake his iconic 1968 short film The Perfect Human five 

times with five "obstructions". The obstructions become increasingly absurd: first Leth must 

recreate the film in Cuba with no shot lasting more than 12 frames, then in "the worst place in 

the world", then as a cartoon, and so on. A central theme of the film is the dissonance between 

the perfection described by the disembodied voice of the narrator ("Here is the perfect human. 

We will see the perfect human functioning... The perfect human can move in a room. The room 

is boundless and radiant with light"), and the imagery on-screen of two attractive but ceratinly 

imperfect humans engaged in banal activities. As a highly textual film, it lends itself well to text-

to-image AI generation; I simply replaced "man" with "gecko", and waited for results. I was 

amazed by what I saw: the gecko was imperfect but perceptible, the room indeed boundless and 

radiant with light. I tried different sections of the narration until I received a desired result from 

the GAN, and the output was edited alongside footage of Rafael. 
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Figure 2: Stills from The Perfect Gecko, 2020 

 Having produced exciting results with the GAN film, I turned my attention to poetry. I 

considered trying GPT-3, but ultimately continued with visualizations because I already knew 

how to use them and I was intrigued by the idea of composing poetry with the Discriminator/

Generator architecture. The system functions as a trinity: I provide a prompt, the Generator con-

jures images, and the Discriminator refines them. I started with a poem I had written a year prior 

on the experience of burnout from within the technoutopian blockchain industry. The poem 

wasn't particularly exciting or meaningful, but I assumed the imagery would result in more vivid 

visualizations: 

disruptive like a golf course 

between hills once inhabited  

by creatures he’d swallow in pursuit of ketosis 

he nods, eyes narrowed 

fingers suspended expertly over plastic 

mad composer of elegant functional efficient  

streams of on-and-offs 
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i can contort myself into that mode  

of gridlike certainty 

maybe for an hour 

definitely with some adderall 

 after all, i am told the future of governance 

 lives in the decentralized paradise 

 we are fortunate enough to construct 

but I spill out eventually 

becoming puddle 

desperate for a piece of the Pie 

an assurance of, for lack of a better term 

money 

a horse’s racing life will last perhaps three or four years 

unless one can ignore the jockey 

the bit 

and the stench of strange men’s wagers on your back 

The resulting images were disturbing and dreamlike: a contorted mess of plastic pill cases 

morphing into fingers set against a backdrop of green grass -- I could see how the algorithm ex-

tracted certain concepts from my words (golf course, plastic, hands, adderall), but the end result 

did not at all resonate with the intended affect of the poem. The poem is meant to convey a dis-

sociative resignation; a detached, arid, hopeless sensation of being worked to one's limits. What I 
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saw reflected by the GAN was body horror, hairy fingers conjured from plastic; I decided to try 

again with something new. 

  

Figure 3: Stills from my first poetic experiment with VQGAN+CLIP 

Inspired by my promising results with The Perfect Gecko, I composed a new poem with 

more animal imagery, assuming this would result in more vivid results from the GAN: 

they receive the mantra solemnly 

wine and wafer as communion

models allow us to reason about a system

and make predictions about how a system will behave

they study the differences between

dynamic and static

stable and unstable

time and frequency
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in the wee hours they will conjure dogs

and slugs and fleas and perhaps a biped

red-eyed and alive it’s ok that there’s no money now 

it’s sure to arrive later

when the dogs carry bombs, the slugs crush bones

the fleas leap up the sides of structures much older than new york city

the bipeds promise to be more discerning than men of flesh

time’s arrow, time’s cycle

we shock ourselves forward

as each passing plane reminds us 

to sharpen our knives

The first run was not compelling, save for a brief depiction of a phallic object that I as-

sume was the GAN's interpretation of a slug. The results contained none of the Catholic imagery 

I wanted to see, or the violence; they were, on the whole, hallucinogenic at best and rather boring 

otherwise. By changing line 2 from "wine and wafer" to "as communion", however, it was clear 

that the GAN "understood" what I was going for. The first scene is undeniably Catholic: white 

robed figures, some with golden halos, others bowed, as if receiving communion, briefly giving 

way to dogs and finally a sinister black hole. The affect of the visualization was spot-on: holy 

reverence morphing into sci-fi terror; I was thrilled with the results. As I continue to iterate in 
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this feedback loop (draft →  GAN → new draft), I am curious to see how the poems change in 

response to the interpretations of the inhuman intelligence. 

 

Figure 4: Stills from my second poetic experiment with VQGAN+CLIP 

IV. Going Further 

The particular system I used (VQGAN+CLIP) is fascinating, but for subsequent experi-

ments, I want visualizations that are longer, less hallucinogenic, and with more of a narrative 

flow. As I write this, a new DALL-E algorithm has taken the Internet by storm with its photoreal-

istic interpretations of text, and it is only a matter of time before it will generate videos as well .  16

 Boris Deyma. DALL·E mini. Accessed June 11, 2022. https://huggingface.co/spaces/dalle-mini/dalle-16

mini
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Figure 5: A screenshot from DALL-E Mini, a publicly available AI art generator 

It is tempting to dive into the possibilities of each new tool upon release, eager to be at 

the bleeding edge of content creation, oblivious or avoidant of ethics. These AIs are free to use, 

presented in friendly interfaces, endlessly memeable - what could go wrong? As we have learned 

time and time again under platform capitalism, the free lunch will inevitably spoil. Of course 

there is an extractive profit motive behind Google's Colab platform and OpenAI's generous pro-

visioning of GPT-3 to the public; of course, as users, we are not privy to the legal machinations 

or business plays behind these offerings. There exists a small but growing chorus of arguments 

and pleas for an ethical approach to AI, or at the very least, closer examination of its societal im-
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plications. Of particular note is AI Decolonial Manyfesto, published by "around two dozen ex-

perts in AI, social sciences, humanities, [and] human rights": 

Our urgency arises from humans’ capacity to use AI as a knowledge system to create irrefutable 

“algorithmic truths” to reinforce domination. In doing so, other systems of knowledge production 

and other visions are denied and erased, as are other peoples’ agency, autonomy, and contestation. 

In this way AI coloniality extends beyond data colonialism: AI implies material extractivism, and 

the use of AI has the capacity to shape reality. Designed in an unequal society, these systems can 

be employed to reproduce those inequalities. Built with an emphasis on efficiency rather than dig-

nity, they can do irreparable harm. In insisting on a decolonial AI, we stand for the right of each 

historically marginalized community to reshape reality on their terms.  17

These tools that seem innocently memeable today may become commonplace in-

frastructure in the near future, and there is ample reason to believe they might perpetuate and 

catalyze digital colonialism. To make AI-assisted art in this moment feels like playing with fire 

in the Santa Monica Mountains - perhaps it's made more exciting by the sense of unease that 

comes with it, but is it worth the risk? I would not have delved so deeply into the inner workings 

and dystopian applications of neural networks if I wasn't also curious about their artistic poten-

tial, and I hope that other artists and thinkers in the space take time to reflect on and communi-

cate the more unsettling and unjust possibilities that could arise from the mass adoption of these 

technologies. At best, art can be a means by which we can explore truths and possibilities, but it 

cannot effect societal reckoning on its own.

 AI Decolonial Manyfesto. (Accessed June 11, 2022). https://manyfesto.ai/about.html17
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